
Bake more at once with the XL Baking Tray
Expand the realms of deliciousness with our XL Baking Tray that lets you to 
cook more at once. It's time to perfect fluffy cupcakes for a mid-afternoon treat 
or a savoury meatloaf for friends. Because more room means more great 
recipes.

Quick and effective, Even Cooking
Our Even Cooking system circulates heat throughout the oven, making sure 
everything is cooked evenly. All without the need to turn your dish. Our 
technology means your oven heats up faster saving you time and energy.

Catalytic Cleaning, for an oven that cleans itself
Our Catalytic Cleaning technology means you can say 
goodbye to build-ups of grease and residue. This self-
cleaning technology automatically starts to work when 
the oven's temperature reaches 250°C. Now cleaning 
your oven is easy.

Precise settings with our LED timer display
It’s easy to keep track of your dishes with our LED timer 
display. Letting you set exact cooking times and 
monitor dishes as they cook. It gives you effortless 
oven control. So you can focus on unleashing your 
culinary creativity.

Evenly cooked with Multilevel cooking 
Enjoy even cooking with Multilevel cooking. The 
additional heating ring means you can cook evenly 
across three levels. Perfect for creating the fudgiest 
cookies and sumptuous pies.

With the 600 SurroundCook® Oven, everything from crisp roast chicken to 
delicate meringues are cooked evenly. Our oven makes sure the internal 
temperature is consistent throughout, as the fan circulates air and heat. So you 
no longer need to turn dishes or adjust trays.

Your dishes, consistently delicious
With the 600 SurroundCook® Oven, everything from crisp roast chicken to 
delicate meringues are cooked evenly. Our oven makes sure the internal 
temperature is consistent throughout, as the fan circulates air and heat. So you 
no longer need to turn dishes or adjust trays.

Product Benefits & Features

• Multifunction combines Ultrafan® fan cooking with other cooking functions, 
meaning you can choose the best setting to suit your cooking needs
• Ultrafan® Cooking
• Fan controlled defrosting
• Turbo grilling - combines grill and fan for a spit roast effect
• Retractable oven controls with LED display
• Smooth enamel interior - easier to clean
• Catalytic cleaning - aids oven cleaning and saves you time
• Removable door and glass panes for easy cleaning
• Cool door - with 3 panes of glass for added safety while you cook
• 'A' energy class

600 SurroundCook Built-in Oven
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Cleaning Grey Enamel/Catalytic
Cavity coating Bottom grey enamel, Catalytic
Dimensions (mm) (HxWxD) 594x595x567
Dimensions 590x560x550
Total electricity loading, W 3500
Voltage 240
Required Fuse 16
Frequency 50
Temperature range 50°C - 275°C
Maximum Microwave output (W) 0
Cavity size 71
Largest Surface area 1424
Noise 47
Energy class A
Energy consumption, conventional 
mode, kWh per cycle 0.99

Energy consumption per EU standard 
cycle 0

ProdPartCode KR
Colour Stainless Steel
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